Smart phones and its applications gain a lot of popularity nowadays. Many people depend on them to finish their tasks banking, social networking, fun and a lot other things. Games with a purpose (GWAP) and microtask crowdsourcing are considered two techniques of the human-computation. GWAPs depend on humans to accomplish their tasks. Porting GWAPs to smart phones will be great in increasing the number of humans in it. One of the systems of human-computation is ESP Game. ESP Game is a type of games with a purpose. ESP game will be good candidate to be ported to smart phones. This paper presents a new mobile game called MemoryLabel. It is a single player mobile game. It helps in labeling images and gives description for them. In addition, the game gives description for objects in the image not the whole image. We deploy our algorithm at the University of Menoufia for evaluation. In addition, the game is published on Google play market for android applications. In this trial, we first focused on measuring the total number of labels generated by our game and also the number of objects that have been labeled. The results reveal that the proposed game has promising results in describing images and objects.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays smart phones and its applications gain a lot of popularity. They are accepted and admired by many because they are capable of providing services such as banking, social networking, and fun etc all on the go. Image retrieval (IR) systems contain a database with a large number of images and their labels [1] . The system retrieves the image from the database according to a query entered by the user. One factor that specifies the quality of the IR systems is the images and its labels. Several techniques are used to increase the number of labels to the images. One of these techniques is games with a purpose (GWAP).
Games with a purpose (GWAPs) are an interesting research field, first presented by Luis von Ahn (2008) . GWAPs are one of the human computation techniques, which transform problem solving into game rules [2, 3] . They are used for solving difficult problems using human intelligence. Von Ahn and Dabbish [4] classified GWAP into three game-structure templates that generalize successful instances of human computation games: output-agreement games, inversion-problem games, and input-agreement games. Yuen et al. [5] added outputoptimization game to these three templates.
One of GWAPs is ESP game. The ESP game is a two player game that is used to label images. In the ESP game the players are chosen randomly and are assigned the same image. Each player doesn't know the other player and the two players can't communicate with each other. The only thing they have in common is the image that they play with. Each player is asked to give description to that image and has to guess what the other player is typing for each image to win the game and go to the next image. Once the two players have entered the same word, this word becomes the label for the image. The easiest way for both players to type the same string is by typing something related to the common image. The round lasts for 2.5 minutes. During the round the players try to describe as many images as they can. The players get number of points for each image they label. If the players agree on 15 images they get a large number of bonuses in points. Once there is a difficult image that the players can't agree on they both can press the Pass button. The game is attached with a scoreboard, with the names of players with the highest scores. Empirical studies of other peer-production systems have shown that points are a key feature in motivating users [6] .
As shown above in the ESP game the more players play the game the more images will be labeled. This will lead to increase the quality of image retrieval systems. To increase the number of players in the ESP, smart phones and its applications are used. So the ESP game needs to be ported to smart phones this will lead to benefit from the popularity of them. But in the other hand ESP has to support the characteristics of smart phones such as limited hardware resources and portability anywhere any time.
One of the characteristics of smart phones is portability anywhere any time. The characteristics of the smart phones have advantages and disadvantages to the ESP. The advantage, as many players will play the game any time anywhere. The disadvantage, ESP game is two or more players which lead to use network to connect players with each other through (Wi-Fi or GSM). The usage of Wi-Fi or GSM will lead to consume the battery of the smart phones as we said before the smart phone resources are limited.
To solve the problem that ESP need two or more players to label images. Jakub developed a new concentration game called PexAce [7] . The game solves the artifact validation problem using -helper artifacts‖. The game is card matching game but with modification. Jakub modifies the game by adding a new option for the players to use. This new option allows players to help themselves by writing notes about the images they match. These notes help the players to match the given cards. During the game the player flip each two cards to front side if the two cards match each other they will remain in front side and score will be increased for the player if they don't match each other the two cards will go back to its back side. The player will go on doing this until all the cards are matched with each other. The score for the game is calculated by the total number of flips the player makes. The player needs fewer card flips to finish the game and get more points. The player is allowed to add a description to each card he/she flips. This description will help the player to correctly match the cards with the fewest possible moves. The player had to write the description correctly for these cards to help him successfully match the cards. By modifying the old matching game Jakub are able to convert the game to one player game. Also they solve an important problem called cold start. This problem is due to that upon the initial game deployment number of players will not be sufficient to match each other effectively (especially if the game rule is that the players do not know each other like ESP Game). Some other systems solve this problem by using already annotated resources or known facts [8] .
This paper will focus on modifying Jakub method and benefit from it through two ways, first in porting the old matching game to work on smart devices, and second in using it to recognize some objects in the image.
The paper is organized as follows: an overview of related approaches in GWAPs and object recognition is provided in section II. In section III our game and object recognition approach is described. Results and simulation analysis of the proposed approach is presented in section IV. Section V provides conclusion and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Previously researchers focus on solving the problems that needs a huge processing power and resources using computers. The field of human computation tries to solve the problems that are difficult to computers to solve and trivial for human to solve using human brain power. This field needs human brain to solve these problems. In the past there were two main ways to use human brain: 1) Pay for humans to solve the problems but this will be costly. 2) Make use of the human desire to be entertained.
Convert the problems to a computer game. The humans play the game and in the same time solve the problem as a side effect. These games are known as games with a purpose (GWAP).
In the field of GWAP researchers use computers to solve that types of problems. To gather the maximum number of players they publish the games online on the web to enable any one to play the game from the computer. Nowadays Smart phones and its applications acquires a lot of time in person's life than computers. As a result the previously developed GWAPs need to be ported to smart phones. One of the successful applications of the games with a purpose that harvest human intelligence and time to solve tasks is the ESP game. ESP game is computer game that is used to label images. The ESP game needs to be ported to smart phones and also needs to satisfy the rules of the smart phones. One rule of the smart phones is that the applications on it need not to be resource greedy as the smart phones resources are limited. As a result the applications on the smart phones must not use the resources heavily. The ESP game is a multiplayer game it means that it uses network a lot in its process cycles which will be against the rules of smart phones. The ESP game uses network a lot as it is a multiplayer game, what if it is modified to be one player game?
The authors in [7] solve the problem that the GWAPs need to be multiplayer game by developing a game called PexAce. PexAce was developed to be a single player game to solve a problem called cold start. This problem is due to the lack of players in the initial game publishing stage. As PexAce is a one player game it will be a good candidate to be ported to smart phones. Also we need to add a feature in the game that allows the player to describe not the overall image but parts from it. As a result the player will focus on describing objects that is located in that part only. Peekaboom is one of Ahn's games, focuses on identification of the exact contours of features in images and objects in it [8] . In the GWAPs there has been a lot of work was proposed and a lot of systems were developed. In the next paragraph we try to present some of the previous work that is proposed.
Several other games other than the original ESP game were devised for a similar purpose [9] . The Kiss Kiss Ban game is a modification of the ESP Game which introduces a third player as an opponent to the remaining two (partnered) players, either to increase specificity of tags retrieved from the game and also due to anti-cheat purposes [10] . In the semantic web domain the researchers in [4, 11, 12, 13] are developed an GWAPs systems to enrich knowledge bases such as ontologies or taxonomies by collecting fragments of knowledge supplied by players. Also a lot researches were developed to help in metadata acquisition which creates metadata beyond the capabilities of automated approaches for textual pronoun co-reference finding [14, 15] , images [4, 9, 10] or even people [16] . Several works have been made in the field of image retrieval and image processing. The authors in [17] solve the problem of fast detection for motion using object recognition. For the image retrieval the authors in [18] used the Proté gé Tool for ontology development and query retrieval.
III. MEMORYLABEL GAME DESIGN OVERVIEW
Child match, whose purpose is to recognize objects for input images, is a mobile based game that modifies the ordinary concentration card matching game. Concentration card matching game is a turn-based board game for two or more players, who compete to collect the most of the image card pairs, which are mixed and placed on a table facing down (a standard game comprises a board of 8X8 cards). Each turn a player may flip two arbitrary cards to see whether they form a pair. If yes, the player keeps the pair (and receives points for it), otherwise the cards are flipped back and the next player continues.
The key to success is to memorize the positions of the cards that have been flipped during unsuccessful attempts (one's own or those of other players) and retrieve them during one's turn. Child match game modified concentration card matching game in three points:
1) The game is mobile based. 2) Allow players to cheat by adding notes to cards. 3) Recognize objects in the input images as a side effect of playing it.
The first modification is that the game is a mobile based game. It runs on the smart phones that support android operating system. The second modification is that the game allows players to cheat by adding notes to cards which make the game useful in many ways. In contrast to concentration, we allow players to cheat by adding textual annotations to images acting as helping notes. Whenever a player flips a card, he is allowed to write a short text on it. This annotation is visible for the rest of the game without the need of flipping the card again. This way, the player can take advantage of his annotation when he encounters the second card of a pair for finding the first one. Therefore, he needs fewer card flips to finish the game and receives more points. After the game, the annotations the player has created during the game describe the input images correctly with high probability. The key to the descriptiveness of the created annotations lies in the fact, that only a correct description of the image truly helps the player to determine, whether a particular card contains the image he currently seeks. The option of using textual annotations motivates the player to annotate images to improve his score. The third modification is that the input images to the game are not complete images. Each image before entered to the game is partitioned to five parts as described in Fig.1 . The images are partitioned in this way as the fact that the main objects of any image lies in the center part of it and the others lies in the corners of the image. This modification allows players to enter descriptions to only parts of the image not the whole image. This will help in the IR systems as when the user searches for a face for example, the IR system will find every image that contains the face tag not only this but also it will draw a rectangle on the part of image that is associated with the face tag. where fewer flips equal more points.  The number of tags added to each card, where fewer tags equal more score.
The game is divided into two parts: game on smart phone and on the server as shown in Fig. 2 . The first part is the game on the smart phone and its scenario is described as follows:
1-The game starts by screen to allow the user to enter his email 2-After the user enters his email, this email is sent to the server 3-The server finds all the suitable images for this user, and then it sends the images to the game on mobile. 4-The game loops through every image that was received from the server and partition every image to five parts as described previously. 5-After the partitioning stage the game starts to initialize the game board with hidden cards facing down and score is initialize to 100 (as minimum number of card flips).
Copyright © 2014 MECS I.J. Modern Education and Computer Science, 2014, 7, 9-15 6-The player is allowed to flip any two cards. When the two cards are matched the two cards are remained visible. If the two cards are not matched they will be flipped back again. 7-In any stage the player is allowed to add description to any card by holding in the card. When the player holds on a card a dialog is shown. The dialog contains two images, one is the image associated to that card and the other is the full image that contains that part of image (the whole image and the part). The dialog also contains a list of all descriptions associated to the card and a field that allows the player to enter new descriptions to that card. 8-The game ends once all card pairs are discovered.
The player is shown the final score. After that the game sends all the descriptions that the player entered to the server with the player score.
The second part is the game on the server and its scenario is described as follows:
1-The server receives email for a given user from the game. 2-First it selects the images that don't have enough tags associated with them. Then the sever searches to the images that the player has not played with (i.e. didn't described). 3-The server finally sends the images with its ids to the game. 4-After the game is finished it sends the descriptions the player entered and the player score to the server. 5-The server receives this information and adds them to the database.
A filtering stage is applied to the data entered in the database. This stage loops through the database records and first detect if the player cheats. Also it sends all the descriptions to Google translator to check spelling and correct it. The cheating stage is done by checking if for the duration that the player takes to finish the game. And give decision using two parameters time and score. This decision decides how accurate the data is depending on the previous parameters. 3-The game sends the email and number of cards the player choose to the server. 4-The server decides the images that the player will play with and sends them back to the player. 5-The game starts and a view appears contains cards flipped on back face and current score of player. 6-The player is allowed to flip any card to see the image behind it and he has to match it with another card. 7-In any stage the player is allowed to enter description to any card by holding down on it without flipping it. 8-After the player finish matching all the cards the game sends the score of player and all the labels he enters for the cards to the server. 9-The server handles the labels and player score to decide if the player cheats. 10-Also the server sends the labels to Google translator to check spelling. 11-At the end the server inserts the labels and player score into the database. An IR system was developed to test the data entered in the database. The user enters a search query then the system looks inside the database and retrieve every image associated with the entered query. The system also retrieves every image with the tags and the part number of the image that the tag associated with it. Also it retrieves the score of the player that enter the description with the highest possible score for every tag where the score is the Copyright © 2014 MECS I.J. Modern Education and Computer Science, 2014, 7, 9-15 number of moves the player make to match two cards. The system displays the resulted images to the user with a rectangle above the part of image with the associated tags. The work steps of the MemoryLabel game can be summarized as shown in Fig.3 .
IV. RESULTS AND SIMULATION ANALYSIS
At the beginning we start to get a data-set of images and labels to work on. A number of crowdsourcing data-sets are available for research. For example, von Ahn et al. contributed a list of 100,000 images with English labels from their ESP Game [19] . We used von Ahn et al. dataset. First, we integrate the images to our system on the server. We deploy our system at the University of Menoufia for evaluation using Java 1.6 as programming language and android to develop the mobile game memoryLabel, Mysql [20] server as database management server, php programming language for developing the web service and run the server over Intel core i7 with 4 GB Ram PC on windows 7-64 operating system.
The trial of memoryLabel is shown in Fig.4 . In this trial, we first focused on measuring the total number of labels generated by our game memoryLabel. We sent emails to the staff of the University. We advertised the system as a free game and provided a link to the game. Five users signed up initially (many of them were research students and demonstrators). The five players played on a 13 images. Some of the players play on one image in the game round and some of them played on more than image in the game round. All the five players who play with one or more image in the game round added 48 labels for describing the 13 images. Some of the labels were very informative like hand, hair, eye and so on. The other labels were describing only colors like black. The total 48 labels were verified by the author manually without any helping software. Some of them had spelling errors and other was correct. The results of the memoryLabel game are listed in Table I . Due to the time limitation, we did not observe the users for longer period to give more answers. However, we believe if we deploy the system to a larger demographic, our game scenario would produces even more promising results fuelled by the network effect.
A. Case study of the memoryLabel game results
This case study illustrates the results of the memoryLabel game as shown in Fig.5 . The user is presented with an image which is partitioned into 5 parts; the five rectangles in red; as shown in Fig. 5 . The player give description to each part for example the upper left part the player give the words (wall, hair) as description for that part and so on. This enable the IR system to give the user information about not only the image contain the word the user enters but also where that word is located in the image.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new game called memoryLabel to give descriptions to objects located in the images. The game uses the advantages of smart phones popularity. The game modifies PexAce game to be a mobile based game and also to describe parts of the images not the whole image. The results of the memoryLabel game reveal that the game can help in recognizing objects in the images and give a description of these objects.
In the future work we intend to divide the image not into five parts but depending on edge detection and object extraction algorithms from computer vision. Furthermore we intend to evaluate the performance of our game in terms of user experience to improve it. 
